In the nineteenth century, Częstochowa was home to one of the largest Jewish communities in the Kingdom of Poland, but for most of this time it had no communal rabbi approved by both the community and the state authorities. The first such rabbi, Zachariasz (Yisakhar) Weingott, was elected in 1822, but a mere two years later he was forced to resign. The attempts to elect a new rabbi led to major social conflicts and continued to fail, while the rabbinical duties were executed by unofficial rabbis (Jakub Brass and Mojżesz Majzel). It was only in 1839 that Weingott was re-elected to the post of the rabbi and held that position until his death in 1852. As it seems, the conflict was animated by a competition between adherents of modernization and the traditional segments of the Jewish community in Częstochowa, including the Hasidim. As such, it was an expression of a typical communal conflict that plagued east-European Jewish communities of the nineteenth century. What seems of special interest, however, is that a detailed analysis of the Częstochowa case makes it possible to trace other-familial and businessconnections, behind the well-known ideological divisions, quite often transcending traditional divisions into modernist and traditionalist camps.
The special edition of the journal Studia Judaica, containing the English translation of the best papers published in 2016, was financed from the sources of the Ministry of Science and Higher Education for promotion of scientific research, according to the agreement 508/P-DUN/2016.
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CONTROVERSY OVER ZACHARIASZ WEINGOTT IN CZĘSTOCHOWA similar to those of Christian clergymen.
5 Rabbis were therefore to acquire not only a Talmudic education, but a general lay education as well.
6
The authorities of the Kingdom of Poland also sought to transform Jewish communities into administrative districts in order to control their members. For this purpose, "synagogue supervisory bodies" (dozory bóżnicze) were created under the oversight of the state to replace kahals in 1822. 7 Great emphasis was put on the education of rabbis, who-in the opinion of the authorities-had thus far kept the Jewish population in the dark, and now had to contribute to its "civilization."
8 In 1826, the School of Rabbis was established in Warsaw, whose graduates were tasked with "moral reform of the Jews." It existed until 1863, but none of its graduates were ever employed as a community rabbi in the Kingdom of Poland.
9
It is therefore no coincidence that the appointment of community rabbis and the determination of their competencies were hotly debated. Many writings appeared on the subject, most frequently in the context of the rivalry between Haskalah supporters and traditionalists, or that between traditionalists and Hasidim. The motives for appointing rabbis, and thus the conflicts that ensued, were very diverse. These conflicts, which are significant for today's researchers, were not always so important for the interested parties, especially in small or remote Jewish communities. Here, decisions were made by local administrative units. An important role in these units was played by both the personal qualities of candidates and the reputations of their teachers, as well as family ties, which were often clientele-like, and which were reinforced by complicated economic relationships. Exactly how each community functioned was a result of various factors, which were always reflected in the position of the rabbi, who was subject not only to religious law, but state law, pressure from government officials, and the often discrepant expectations and interests of the community that employed him.
10 As Stampfer wrote, the costs of maintaining any institution-in this case the rabbinate-must match its utility, including with respect to the peace and order in a given community, which is what determines the authority of its head rabbi.
11
One example is the decades-long dispute over the position of community rabbi in Częstochowa. In the nineteenth century, one of the largest Jewish communities in the Kingdom of Poland was formed there. Previously, the Jews had been restricted access to the city by the townspeople. By the time the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth ended, there were a hundred Jews living in Stara Częstochowa [Old Częstochowa] who, although they belonged to the neighboring kahal in Janów, would meet in the room of the rabbi's assistant for prayer.
12 There was no lack of persons with rabbinical competencies among them. Two likely members of the beth din in Częstochowa at the end of the eighteenth century were Rabbi Abraham from Częstochowa (the son-in-law of Dan, rabbi of Ciechanów) 13 and Arie Czenstochow, who was mentioned in 1796. Records from Piotrków list Dawid Izaak as the chairman of the rabbinical court in Częstochowa. He subsequently served as the head of the rabbinical court in Piotrków, and authored a commentary entitled Bet David, published in 1807.
14 Moreover, born in Częstochowa was Gedalja Tiktin (1808-1886), who later became the provincial rabbi of Prussian Silesia.
15 Due to the size and heterogeneity of its Jewish community, Częstochowa seems a good place to analyze phenomena which also occur in other regions. 10 Especially in places where the election of rabbis is unregulated, as was the case in the Kingdom of Poland. Cf 
Community Beginnings in Częstochowa and the First Election of Zachariasz Weingott
Changes took place after the second partition of Poland in 1793, when Częstochowa became part of Prussia, and Janów remained within the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. The new authorities did not want their Jewish subjects to be administratively dependent on another country, so they ordered the Częstochowa Jews to form a separate community, and granted them the right to build a synagogue and cemetery. The Jews, however, were in no rush to do so.
16 It was not until 1805 that they began construction of the synagogue, and they appear to have finished it in 1808.
17
In that same year, Jakub ben Eliezer Lewi was appointed chairman of the beth din, and representative of the kahal. Yakov Shatzky writes that Lewi was a "spiritual person," and according to D. H. Asz he was the first local rabbi.
18 Also referred to as Leywa, Lewi appears regularly in public registers as a witness-most frequently referred to as "syndicus vel kahal syndic,"
19 but never as rabbi. He died in Częstochowa on 12 December 1829 at the age of 72.
20 It is likely that he was the above-mentioned rabbi's assistant at the end of the eighteenth century.
The independence of Częstochowa Jews was related to a gradual increase in their number, 21 and consisted in their construction of a cemetery, prayer house, and later a synagogue. The issue of the rabbi is not addressed in correspondence from Prussia and the Duchy of Warsaw; and according to an official list from 1816, there was no rabbi in Częstochowa.
22
In 1821, as a result of pressure from state authorities, the rabbi was offered an annual salary of 1,400 Polish złotys (henceforth: złp.)-quite a lot at the time. In autumn of that year, Issachar Weingott, whose name was given as Zachariasz in Polish documents, was made the first official rabbi.
23 In a letter dated 16 December 1821, Weingott requested to be installed as the rabbi in Stara Częstochowa, citing the fact that he had been appointed by the kahal elders. In accordance with procedure, the Kalisz Voivodeship Commission requested information from the commissioner of the Wieluń district on the "conduct" of the candidate. 24 We know from the certificates submitted by Weingott that he was born in Kalisz on 1 May 1785, son of Löbel.
25 For many years, he studied with the chief rabbi of Łęczyca (whose name he did not provide), Chaim Izaak Auerbach (ca. 1755-1840), who was part of the inner circle of Akiva Eger from Poznań.
26 He then studied for a few years in Koło with his father-in-law, Rabbi Efraim Beer Lewin, while simultaneously teaching as an assistant rabbi at the local synagogue of "divine science and world history." In Warsaw, he published a "book suitable for the Talmud," which was intended to bring recognition to local and Silesian scholars. He emphasized that he "speaks Polish, Hebrew, and German. 28 In 1822, the synagogue supervisory body was listed as: Lipmann Heyman (Hayman, Haymann), Józef Hertz Kohn, and Lewek Likiernik. Earlier members were Lewek Kohn, Jakub Landau, and Judka Reycher. The names and surnames of the Jews occur variously in the sources. The version used here is that which most frequently occurs in official records and regional literature, with variations listed in brackets. marriages, and deaths), and that he do everything within his power to spread morality and education among the Jews.
29
Weingott was also the author of the work Pitḥei she'arim [Open Gate], an amendment to the last passages of the Bava metsiya tractate published in Dyhernfurth (Polish: Brzeg Dolny) in 1819. He signed the title page as "Isachar ben Jehuda Lejb, from Częstochowa."
30 He was therefore already operating in the city at this time, further confirmation of which is his nomination. Not much is known about his work there, but he certainly did not stay long. In 1824 he became a rabbi in Płońsk, 31 after signing a waiver of rabbinical rights in Częstochowa and acknowledging receipt of all money owed from the community.
32
In the years that followed, the community formally managed itself without an officially approved rabbi.
33 However, Jewish public registers, which were kept in Częstochowa starting from 1826, reveal the presence of an unofficial rabbi. In the register of marriages, which by law required the presence of a rabbi, "Jakub Brass" appears from the beginning as a substitute for the local rabbi (sometimes as the "rabbi's replacement"). J. Brass (sometimes Brasz, or even Braf) was not his only name-he appears additionally as Jakub Muszyn.
34 He also worked in Częstochowa much earlier, bearing witness as a teacher to vital records starting from 1808.
35
Later documents unambiguously show that he carried out the duties of the community rabbi for local Jews. 
Weingott's Re-Election as Rabbi
The turbulence surrounding the election of the community rabbi was related to the fact that the community of Częstochowa Jews was very divided at the time, including within the synagogue supervisory body. In 1825, the Kalisz Voivodeship Commission received a complaint from Paweł Landowski, Jakub Landau, and Józef Gajfler requesting that the supervisory body be abolished, claiming that it was cheating taxes, and that instead of being elected, its members were simply submitted for approval by the former kahal. The commissioner of the Wieluń district did not formally acknowledge the accusations. However, one of the accusers, namely P. Landowski, was elected as a member of a new synagogue supervisory body in 1825 (along with Lipmann Heyman and Józef Hertz Kohn).
36 The divisions among the Częstochowa Jews became even more apparent during the next elections at the end of 1828. As a result, the district commissioner appealed for approval of a body consisting of the following members: L. Heyman, J. Hertz Kohn, Joachim Lerner, and Cyna Breszel. He wrote:
Although according to the law it was decided that the synagogue supervisory body should be composed of three members, it was nevertheless proposed, in accordance with the wishes of the Jews for better order and representation of individual parties, that a fourth member be added in order to eliminate ambiguities and misunderstandings between the supporters of individual candidates for this community position.
37
It is not easy to clearly identify these "parties," but we do know that the Hasidim, who were very active during this period, were able to secure representation within the body in the person of Joachim Lerner. 38 The remaining members represented the progressives (Józef Hertz Kohn), and most likely the traditionalists (Cyna Breszel). L. Heyman can also be counted as a progressive.
One of the factors complicating the situation in the community during this period of heated disputes regarding the makeup of the new supervisory body was pressure from the state, which continued to insist on election of a rabbi. In autumn of 1828, Weingott returned to the city and was elected rabbi by the majority of the community. But on 27 November 1828, Dawid Kronenberg, Izaak Feigenblatt, Szymon Guttentäger, and Lewek Kohn filed a claim against him with the Kalisz Voivodeship Commission. The same was done on 2 December by Feigenblatt, Guttentäger, and Dawid Landau on behalf of wealthy Częstochowa Jews.
39
They presented Weingott as a man full of fanaticism and in opposition to the "civilization" of the Jews, who, due to the aversion of the community towards him, renounced his duties, and now wants to return with the support of like-minded individuals. They stated that the community had its own religious functionaries, and did not need a rabbi. On the other hand, Weingott's supporters demanded from the supervisory body-and later the city council-that the costs of keeping a rabbi be included in the community budget. Weingott himself appealed to the voivodeship commission for approval.
40 Cyna Breszel, one of the members of the supervisory body, also appealed to the authorities in Kalisz for Weingott's approval in the name of more than 120 family heads. They were referred back to the commissioner of the Wieluń district, who ordered a formal election on 9 January 1829. With the support of three-fourths of the members of the community, Weingott won again.
41 This led to further complaints from his opponents to the voivodeship commission, 42 and in February of that year, to the Government Commission for Religious Denominations and Public Enlightenment. The "most prominent" Jewish citizens of the city (Feigenblatt, Wolf Gerson Landau, and editor Jakub Bursztyński) reported that fifty "anti-rabbis" did not take part in the elections, i.e. the "most important and wealthy families, who contribute the most to the position;" and that the majority of "rabbinists are common and contemptible people" who do not pay taxes, 43 and have no idea what competencies a rabbi in a city like Częstochowa should have. The claimants evoked government laws, recalling that, according to the plan of the School of Rabbis in Warsaw, "fanatics and obscurantists" may not be approved, 39 AGAD, KWK, call no. 700, pp. 305-306, 309, 343-348. I. Feigenblatt and S. Guttentäger sent a similar letter to Kalisz on 23 December 1828 (ibid., pp. 310-314). 40 Ibid. 41 Ibid., pp. 319-321, 322-323. 42 In order that Weingott not be approved, "as his violent incitements have provoked hatred. However, other rightfully-thinking, wise, and important persons, with their unchallengeable arguments, have not listened to him" (ibid., pp. 315-318).
43 Who are made of "the most contemptible fat, which does not pay for community burdens," and who operate on bigotry against the upper classes (AGAD, CWW, call no. 1542, pp. 55-58; AGAD, KWK, call no. 700, pp. 343-348).
and that Weingott was a "quarrelsome and indecisive soul" (This led to his removal from service in 1824.) They also claimed that his sermons inspired fanaticism and bigotry against all civilizations of Jewish people, and that-among other things-they "fouled" candidates for the School of Rabbis. The simple fact that he desired to occupy the position of rabbi is proof of his "discreditable way of thinking," as it had caused a split in the community, and his approval would be a disgraceful example for others. They requested to postpone the term of the rabbi's employment until the School of Rabbis educated "bright shepherds, one of whom we will openly accept." 44 However, the Kalisz Voivodeship Commission also received letters in support of Weingott, including one from the "larger part of the Israeli community," signed 4 February 1829 by Józef Gajfler, one of the leading Hasidim, who is listed here as a subtenant of the kosher tax. He demonstrated that there was a lack of religious functionaries in the community, as one scholar had recently died, and that a rabbi was needed to solve problems related to the killing of livestock (e.g. to take oaths from people who had cheated the kosher tax). He also explained that "Rabbi Zachariasz Weingott, a very learned man, very virtuous, and most respectable," has moved to Płońsk after being tormented by a "few malcontents," who would not let him out of Częstochowa without signing a resignation. The community subsequently asked the rabbi to return on multiple occasions, as he had now been elected for a six-year term by nearly all its members, with the exception of a few, who, "on account of their insatiable pride and arrogance," were against him.
45
The Kalisz Voivodeship Commission had previously recommended that the district commissioner investigate the accusations against Weingott. On 24 February, the commissioner submitted a report based on information from the magistrate stating that the rabbi was a model of morality and that he properly carried out his duties, but that he was also a traditionalist and continued to observe old customs. The report further explains:
The reason for the differences in opinion is the dual nature of the community, which is a result of different habits and lifestyles. The main difference between the two groups can be seen in the lives of civilized people, and in the lives of those who continue to observe old customs and traditions. The majority of traditional Jews want Weingott to follow their traditions and customs, and the other group, which consists of many people who follow newer social tendencies, demands election of someone with modern leanings.
46
Before the authorities in Kalisz made their final decision, they received a letter from the Government Commission for Religious Denominations and Public Enlightenment in Warsaw recommending that they refrain from electing Weingott rabbi, as he was a fanatic in opposition to the civilization of Jews, and ordering an investigation to clear up the matter. This was a response to the letters of Weingott's opponents and-most likely-further unofficial measures they had taken with the central authorities in Warsaw. The voivodeship commission did not intend to carry out another investigation, and stated on 26 March 1829 that Weingott did not have the appropriate qualifications and that he may not be approved. It also prohibited him from carrying out rabbinical duties in the Częstochowa community, which should elect educated candidates and submit them for approval.
47 Furthermore, the Government Commission took seriously the declarations of Feigenblatt and others, and asked the Committee for Jewish Affairs to indicate an appropriate candidate for the inhabitants of Częstochowa. However, the director of the School of Rabbis stated that it would produce an ample number of graduates in two years; and as a result, the election of a "qualified" rabbi was suspended. In July of 1829, Weingott requested the authorities in Kalisz to let him keep his position of rabbi in Częstochowa, indicating that he was qualified and licensed, that he had been fairly elected by three-fourths of the members of the community, and that the accusations against him had not been verified. He also pointed out that there was only a small number of malcontents plotting against him, whose only goal was to "install a member of their own families in office." The Kalisz Voivodeship Commission nevertheless decided on 21 July 1829 that it had no grounds to change the decision. Weingott then became a rabbi in Stryków, and later in Kowal. 
The Third Unsuccessful Election of Weingott as Rabbi
In 1828-1829, disputes regarding the composition of the synagogue supervisory body, as well as the position of community rabbi had people divided into two camps: rich and better-educated families; and the traditional majority. This appears to be a typical communal conflict between the "progressive" minority and the "backwards" Orthodox majority (which included the Hasidim). Arguments from the progressives better-suited the expectations of the administrative authorities, and their preferred policy of "civilizing" Jews. 49 Hence the ability of the "anti-rabbis" to achieve their goal and restore the status quo. Jakub Brass still appears in vital records as "local rabbi"
50 from 22 April 1829 to 21 April 1830, when he died at the age of 64, leaving behind his wife Jette, eight daughters, and one son.
51
The death of the current, albeit "unofficial," rabbi opened the next phase of conflict, as several candidates were already vying for his position by the summer of that year. One of these was Weingott, who had been elected by a majority of the community members at a general assembly, and approved by the municipal government. It was his third attempt. This was opposed by supervisory body members Lipmann Heyman, Cyna Breszel, and J. Bursztyński, who appealed to the Kalisz Voivodeship Commission for the withdrawal of his nomination. On 23 July 1830, the commission stated that the decision of the magistrate to nominate Weingott was appropriate, and that if the supervisory body continued to oppose it, they would be punished. For reasons unknown, this never happened, 52 but on 26 July 1830, the supervisory body presented three candidates to the magistrate for approval: Jonas Landau (previously a rabbi in Szczerców), Mojżesz Majzel, and Natan Lerner.
Each of these candidates was significant. Natan Lerner was the brother of leading Częstochowa Hasid Joachim Lerner, who was also a member of the supervisory body at the time. Jonas Landau came from the largest local family, and initially had an advantage, as he had the support of the most prominent Jews in Częstochowa, as well as that of the supervisory body (with the exception of Lerner). He also appealed to the authorities for a nomination in August of 1830, declaring that he knew Polish, 49 Wodziński, Władze Królestwa Polskiego, 31-44. 50 Until 24 July 1829; and after that, again as a substitute. It is likely that the government officials indicated to him that he was not an officially approved rabbi. 54 and another signed by Lobel Berman and Jakub Frayman "in the name of the Jewish people in the community." The complaining parties tried to discredit Landau by arguing that he was constantly busy in his tin spoon factory, and that he was a loan shark related to two-thirds of the Częstochowa inhabitants. They demanded that his election be annulled "due to bad conduct and lack of qualification." The government authorities ordered an investigation into whether his election took place in accordance with the regulations, and whether he possessed the appropriate qualifications.
55 The investigation was commissioned to the magistrate of Częstochowa by the voivodeship commission, but it was never carried out due to the subsequent outbreak of the November Uprising of Poles against the Russian Empire. The case remained suspended, and the community continued to function without a rabbi approved by the state authorities, although we know that these obligations were de facto performed by Mojżesz Majzel (see below).
Despite the above, the voivodeship administration was constantly pushing for an election on the logic that a city as big as Częstochowa must have a rabbi with formal competencies and a "decent salary," especially since the Administrative Council passed a resolution on 6 June 1830 that divided the country into religious districts (de facto religious communities) with officially approved rabbis.
56 Correspondence related to this issue was sent to Częstochowa in 1831, 1832, and in Spring of 1833. The synagogue supervisory body replied on 26 May 1833 that it could not elect a rabbi due to financial problems; and aside from that, it had a qualified "rabbi" who was working for free. Still, the head of the Wieluń district recommended election of a rabbi under supervision from the municipal authorities within eight days. The persistence of the government officials was matched by the stubbornness of the supervisory body, which called a community meeting 53 The municipal government supported his statement in a letter to the authorities of Kalisz from 31 August 1830. solely for the purpose of passing a resolution on the impossibility of an election. After receiving another letter from the authorities threatening to enforce the order, 57 the supervisory body appealed to the central authorities in Warsaw. In a letter from 14 July 1833, it stated finances as an argument against the election (as the salary of a rabbi would be 3,000 złp.), as well as the fact that the community already had someone with rabbinical competencies who was carrying out all religious obligations free-of-charge. Indeed, it couldn't hold an election "even if the rabbi agreed to accept a small salary," and the already-active rival was supported by adherents from many families. The ongoing discussion between the groups led to nothing, and election of another rabbi was impossible due to costs. Moreover, the rabbi would be exposed to the hostility of "local theologians." The supervisory body therefore asked the Government Commission to discern whether it would be good to "force" the community to elect a rabbi.
58
The Jewish community in Częstochowa had actually been suffering from a considerable budget deficit since the November Uprising, 59 so intervention turned out to be effective. 60 In a decision from 6 December 1833, the central authorities referred to a resolution of the Administrative Council from 7 September 1830 stating that substitutes may perform "rites" in communities without rabbis, that vital records must be filed by government officials, and that forcing supervisory bodies to elect a rabbi would only generate constant complaints. Therefore, all the community had to do was propose a candidate or substitute with the appropriate moral qualities and qualifications who would carry out his duties for free.
61 This decision was thus in favor of the supervisory body, and the local authorities ceased their attempts to reinforce binding regulations for the time being. 66 In 1830 or soon after, he returned to Częstochowa, 67 and is listed in the budget records of the community there as a substitute rabbi, or "chief clergyman." He was paid a regular, albeit small, salary. In 1837, it was indicated that the salary was in line with the "will of the entire community."
68 He was therefore the de facto community rabbi, and remained so until he died on 13 March 1839,
69
leaving behind his wife Hinda Kalman, and seven children, including his son Jakub. Subsequent writings from the end of 1839 emphasized that he was satisfied with a salary of 250 złp., and that he was strongly committed to spreading knowledge and light among his fellow believers.
70

Zachariasz Weingott: Again Rabbi in Częstochowa
One month later, in April of 1839, Zachariasz Weingott was again elected rabbi in Częstochowa. Upon announcing this, the members of the synagogue supervisory body (C. Breszel, Lewek Kohn, and Icek Seidemann) argued that because there was now no one else fit to perform religious duties-which of course was untrue-the community had authorized the supervisory body to bring back the popular rabbi. Weingott was brought in from Kowal on 28 April 1839 on five two-horse carriages. 71 He was supposed to receive a salary of 1,800 złp., in addition to fees charged for marriages "according to the current custom in the entire Jewish world."
This time too, it did not happen without protest. Almost immediately, Salomon Bendawid approached the Kalisz Voivodeship Commission with a request for the installment of a qualified rabbi for Częstochowa. The argument was that the previous rabbi, Mojżesz Majzel, had died, and that the "class of zealots, who are the worst enemies of humanity and science, demoralizing themselves and the public coffers of the people that obey them," were trying to force their candidate through, which would unfailingly contribute to the inhibition of "a civilization that is beginning to prosper." The municipal government itself did not raise any objections against Weingott, and stated that there was no one living in Częstochowa under the name "Bendawid." In November, the authorities in Kalisz received another letter addressed to the Government Commission for Religious Denominations and Public Enlightenment, whose author signed first as "N… L…au," but added that in order to avoid repression, he would further sign as Salomon Ben Dawid. This was clearly someone from the 
Landau family (probably Nehemiasz).
72 The letter contained a complaint that the community had thus far had an unofficial rabbi for a small amount of money, 73 and that now the supervisory body was funding the expensive luxury of an official one. The complaint was made solely on account of the ongoing rivalry between two influential families, for "without prior consultation with the town as a whole, one family installed Zachariasz Weingott as rabbi to spite the other." In the end, Weingott was removed from the city at the close of 1828 "due to his inability."
74 In a second letter, dated 19 December 1839 in Częstochowa, Icyk Frafermauer, on behalf of the middle and lower classes, requested that an official rabbi not be approved, citing the same arguments;
75 namely, that "because of the hatred between two families, who are constantly at odds with each other," one of them, without the knowledge of the middle-and lower-class taxpayers of the community, forced the election of a rabbi with such a high salary. In response to these accusations, the supervisory body emphasized that it had to employ a rabbi due to pressure from the authorities, and that it had to offer Weingott a higher salary. Indeed, not only did he now have five children, but a larger "parish" to look after, as the community had doubled in size since 1822-1824. In another letter, the supervisory body added that nearly everyone had voted for him at the community meeting.
76
Initially, the state authorities were again disinclined to approve Weingott-despite the fact that he had been officially elected under the supervision of the magistrate at the beginning of 1840-as he still did not meet the conditions outlined in the plan of the School of Rabbis. In a few letters, the supervisory body attempted to convince the central authorities to change their mind, arguing that the entire community wanted Weingott as rabbi,
77
and that it needed him to manage the kosher income and ritual slaughter. 73 One of the most capable rabbis, M. Majzel, diligently studied science and spread light among his fellow believers for 250 złp. After his death, Jakub Eliasz Rozen carried out these duties for free.
74 APŁ, RGP, call no. 2504, f. 131. Determination of which families exactly will be attempted in the next sections of the article. 75 Ibid., ff. 150-152. It is also mentioned in another place (f. 122v) that a member of the "clergy" had been serving in this capacity, and that now an official rabbi had been elected.
76 AGAD, CWW, call no. 1542, pp. 115, 129-132, 133.
77 In a letter from 14 January 1840, it stated that even if it found a rabbi who met the requirements, the community would not accept him. 78 Ibid., pp. 115, 129-132, 134. In 1841, it also signed a statement that Weingott was the ideal rabbi, and that he had been fulfilling his duties since 1 March 1839.
The body was also supported by the voivodeship authorities; and the central authorities had already abandoned their policy of integration towards Jews, as they were now more concerned with maintaining peace in Jewish communities and ensuring proper collection of taxes. Weingott was finally accepted, but among other things, he had to submit his previous rabbinical permits and certificate of clean criminal records. 79 Also, due to an 1836 ban on Jews living within three miles of the border, Weingott had to obtain a separate permit for residence in the border area, which he was granted by the Administrative Council on 6 June 1841. 80 It was not until two years later that Weingott received full, official rabbinical rights. During the interim period, the supervisory body could not pay his salary, so he was forced to fall into debt. 81 He finally received his due payments when, on 30 July 1841, he swore an oath of allegiance to the government, and declared that he would support the "views of the government intended to morally educate the Israelites."
82
We do not know much about the activity of Zachariasz Weingott as rabbi in Częstochowa. We do know that he headed a council whose task was to establish a three-class school for Jews that would also teach "lay" subjects. We also know that, from December 1841 to 1848, he had to work with the supervisory body as composed of Eicyk Ginsberg, Gerson Mojżesz Landau, and Icek Winer. 83 For the rabbi, this meant problems with regular pay. 84 An 1846 letter from his son, Michał Beer Weingott, indicates that the supervisory body was not paying his father's salary on purpose-which was not necessarily true-and that his father was seriously ill, which was why he was staying with his son in Kalisz. 85 Zachariasz Weingott had other children with his wife Marianna Lewin (including a few daughters), and died in Breslau on 22 August 1852.
Official Sources and Their Research Value for the History of Jewish Communities
Official sources describe in fair detail the long-standing dispute over the position of the community rabbi in Częstochowa, wherein the main character was Zachariasz Weingott, a rabbi who was elected and "disapproved" on several occasions. They paint a reasonably credible picture of the facts, which should nevertheless be critically analyzed. The multitude of letters sent to the administrative authorities make it impossible to separate the whole truth from obvious misrepresentation. However, we can find examples of "intentional truth," i.e. information that persuaded the authorities to make decisions favorable to a given party. The authorities were obliged by law to respond to complaints and requests, yet they had neither the intention nor the competency to become entangled in the affairs of their Jewish subjects. The most common strategy was thus to keep issuing letters or resolutions stating their intention to "settle" the matter, i.e. to send it ad acta. 87 The petitioners did not want to reveal any more than was necessary. Indeed, the willingness displayed by the "enlightened" community members to employ a graduate of the School of Rabbis, someone with a totally secular education, is just as nonsensical as Weingott being described as a fanatic and obscurantist. Criticizing his behavior and credentials was a convenient way of discrediting him in the eyes of the state authorities, who already had a negative view of rabbis. In 1839, Weingott became the "most beloved" candidate in the communityso much so that even educated persons stopped contesting his position.
A deeper analysis of official sources indicates that the parties had various motives for engaging in the dispute, which doubtlessly affected many aspects of community life. One was reluctance on the part of the synagogue supervisory body and the majority of the community members to employ an official rabbi, which would have been costly for everyone. This was made clear after Weingott's death, when one of the local "clergymen," Jakub Eliasz Rozen, took over his duties as a provisional assistant rabbi. This temporary "volunteer" arrangement became permanent when the position was approved for the years 1853-1858. The salary of the rabbi was omitted, and his duties were imposed on "clergymen of the Jewish faith acknowledged by the deceased and who are trusted by the community."
These "clergymen" were Natan Oderberg, Szlomo Sztencel, Joachim Landau, and Jakub Rozen. 88 They would perform these duties in return for voluntary fees. The supervisory body upheld this arrangement until 1859, when the Jews of Częstochowa decided to elect another rabbi under the threat of community dissolution. Once again, the richer families in the community pitted their candidate, Menachem-Mendel Löwenstein (Löwenstamm) from Poznań, against Szmul Goldsztajn, who was supported by the traditionalist majority. Due to the lack of consensus, the elections were cancelled. At the end of 1859, Izaak Rabinowicz was elected rabbi; but after his unexpected death in 1868, the position was left empty until 1888. 89 Therefore, the Jewish community in Częstochowa, which had existed since the beginning of the 1800s, did not have an official rabbi for the majority of the century, and yet its religious needs were still met.
90
The election and approval of a rabbi who would suit the "needs of the day" was sought by the voivodeship, district, and municipal authorities mainly for the purpose of enforcing regulations. The central authorities, with their declared commitment to reforming Jews, took a wavering stance on the issue, as they were unable to discern the true nature of the situation, and gave in to non-substantive pressures. In the end, they were most concerned with maintaining peace and proper collection of taxes within the community.
91
Thanks to the "cheap" labor of rabbis such as Jakub Brass and Mojżesz Majzel, who were modestly rewarded in a manner typical of traditional Judaism, the local community was able to manage with all ritual requirements while saving on expenses. Had these rabbis been official, the community would have had to pay an official salary, which would have been subject to control from the administrative authorities.
92 At a certain point, the supervisory body stopped hiding that an unofficial rabbi was active in Częstochowa. In fact, in the Kingdom of Poland, 93 as well as in the modernized Jewish communities of Western and Central Europe, it was common to avoid employment of an official community rabbi. In Western and Central Europe, this was a result of the desire to reduce community expenses; whereas in the Kingdom of Poland, it was a result of the desire to avoid the authorities, as well as the inability to reach a consensus as to who the community rabbi should be. The correspondence analyzed also confirms a large discrepancy between the factual state of affairs, and that declared to administrative institutions, which is generally the case in situations when oppressive government orders clash with defensive responses from groups that are discriminated against.
94
The Community Rabbinate and Rival Groups
Whether due to pressure from the authorities or other circumstances, periodic attempts were made in Częstochowa to elect an official rabbi at meetings of community members. Every time, Zachariasz Weingott emerged at the winner (in 1828/29, 1830, and 1839/40). This was most often resisted by "enlightened" community members, i.e. representatives of wealthier families, who generally constituted the majority of lay leaders. Yet despite the opposition of supervisory body members to the majority of the community, all were able to unite in the face of demands from the administrative authorities. However, it is clear from the course of events that the Jewish community in Częstochowa was divided into rival camps: the progressives, of Częstochowa Jews proposed establishment of a school based on the western model. Many of these Jews subscribed to Haskalah writings, including those above-listed as opponents of Weingott.
97 Some time later, Jakub Bursztyński presented in the German-Jewish press an image of one of the most modern communities in the Kingdom of Poland, which had contacts in Silesia, and was combating the Hasidic "plague."
98 Writings from the end of 1828, the beginning of 1829, and 1830 suggest that most wealthy families tended towards "progressive" Judaism and employment of a "modern" rabbi. This is in line with the stereotype that better-educated Jews were in favor of modernized Judaism, and that poorer classes held on to a more traditional understanding of religion and Jewish customs.
99
Wealthier Częstochowa Jews were undoubtedly well-adapted to the social changes taking place. Indeed, they were able to take advantage of the stereotypes that dominated administrative culture, as well as the expectations of the authorities with regard to the modernization of Polish Jews. But the tendency of wealthier Jews to favor a modern lifestyle did not necessarily mean full identification with and implementation of the model of Judaism initiated by Moses Mendelssohn (and especially his more radical supporters). Everything depended on individuals and local circumstances.
Marcin Wodziński first wrote about the Hasidim in Częstochowa in the context of an 1820 dispute over their use of the community mikvah. They had been active in the city since around 1810, and since 1815 had been running their own shtiebel. 100 In other works, Wodziński conservatively estimates the number of Hasidim in the city at the time to be around 3-5 percent, and possibly up to 7 percent of the Jewish population. 101 This appears to be an underestimation, as they may have actually accounted for up to 10 percent. However, these figures did not reflect their influence. They were highly motivated, and their aspirations were supported by many wealthy sympathizers.
102 According to the testimony of J. Bursztyński, the Częstochowa Hasidim were supporters of a tzaddik from Radoszyce, Isachar Ber (1765-1843). Also, in the nearby village of Lelów, lived a famous Lelower named Dawid Biderman who was closely connected with the Horowicz and Gotlieb Jewish families from Częstochowa.
103 In 1820, the Hasidim comprised a group of a dozen or so families, whose competition consisted of over a hundred families. They were most often represented by Berek Kohin (Kohn), 104 Józef Gajfler, and Joachim Lerner; but there were others as well, including Natan Gotlieb and Berek Gothilf. The latter is likely to be the same person as Berek Gottlieb, who in 1816 was one of four kahal members in Częstochowa.
105 At that time, the Hasidim were already playing a significant role in the life of Częstochowa Jews, and many were wealthy.
106 Józef Gajfler (Gaifler, Gayfler), born around 1781, was an innkeeper, who in 1811 became an alcohol producer and retailer. In 1822, the community owed him money borrowed for the needs of the synagogue.
107 Then he was a subtenant of the kosher tax, and on behalf of the "greater part of the Israeli community," pushed for the approval of Weingott as community rabbi. Joachim Lerner (b. ca. 1783) was a canvas producer. Up until the 1840s, when a competitive center in Łódź started to develop, this was a very profitable business in Częstochowa. He enjoyed the trust of the administrative authorities, and in 1830 received a loan of 5,500 złp. from a government fund for the purchase of a home Mojżesz Majzel was a prominent Talmudic authority associated with the Silesian Tiktin family, so it would be difficult to classify him as a "reformer," although he could be considered as such in comparison with other Orthodox rabbis from Central Poland. His relations with the Tiktins were no accident. As aforementioned, Gedalja Tiktin was born in Częstochowa in 1808, and his father Salomon was closely tied to the city. In 1810, Salomon married Ruchla, daughter of Wolf Landau. Two years later, as a merchant residing in Częstochowa, 116 he registered the birth of his son, Wolf. This may have only been a declaration made to the authorities. However, in accordance with Jewish tradition, it is certain that after Salomon was married, he stayed at his father-in-law's home for some time. 117 The progressive families thus pushed for a rabbi with conservative religious beliefs. The presence of Joachim Lerner in the Ginsberg Family Council demonstrates that the division within the community of Częstochowa Jews was more complicated than simply being between supporters of modernization, the traditional majority, and the Hasidim. Jakub Brass (Muszyn) was probably a traditional Talmudist, although he does not appear to have been closely related to Częstochowa's richest families.
118
It is more difficult to determine who supported their competitors, especially since there were at least a few people with rabbinical qualifications acting in Częstochowa in the 1830s and 1840s. One of these was mentioned starting from 1832, namely, Jakub Eliasz Rosen (sometimes referred to as a teacher), who performed his duties for free after Majzel's death. Juda Berkowicz and Salomon Sztencel also appear as "clergymen." Particularly noticeable is Jonas Landau, who combined his religious duties with other economic undertakings. As mentioned above, he had previously been a rabbi outside of Częstochowa, 119 and was the owner of a spoon factory. He was also a money lender, and in 1841-1842 was a tenant of the Jakub Lewi, whose first wife was Dwora Lewin. 131 It is important to note, however, that family obligations are not the only ones that bind social actors. Moreover, at least in the case of Częstochowa, family relations were not unambiguous, as everyone was tied to everyone else by marriage.
132
The hypothesis that two rival camps were disputing the position of community rabbi in Częstochowa seems well grounded; yet a full picture requires analysis of the social changes that were taking place at the time. The first camp consisted of the Majzels and Ginsbergs, whose candidates for rabbi were J. Brass and M. Majzel; while the second consisted of the family of Lewek Kohn and his son Hertz, in association with the Landaus, whose candidates were J. Lewi and Z. Weingott. 133 The origins of such a family arrangement in Częstochowa can likely be traced back to the end of the eighteenth century, when the local community was just beginning to form, and where the largest role was played by people who were legally entitled to residency and possession of real estate in the city. In the face of adverse surroundings, these families had to coexist, and share the majority of the burdens related to creating a community infrastructure.
134
They also took for granted that they had the deciding voice in terms of electing community servants. Due to the costs involved, they were in no rush to hire a rabbi; however, for newly formed communities, having one was considered a symbol of independence.
135 Sufficient for their purposes was Jakob ben Eliezer Lewi, who was formally hired as a municipal official, but who possessed rabbinical competencies. It was not until some dozen years later that Weingott, experienced as an assistant rabbi in Koło and author of two printed works, became rabbi. It is significant that he was nominated by the kahal, which due to state regulations 136 was soon to be shut down. The kahal was composed of Lewek Kohn, Jakub Landau,
